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1. Introduction 
Denumerable circuit processes have been studied in Kalpazidou (1989a, b). A 
definition of a circuit process requires a denumerable set S, a class %? of overlapping 
directed circuits c in S (see Kalpazidou, 1989a) and their positive weights w,.. Then 
a discrete time circuit process is either an S-valued Markov process (&) of some 
order r> 1 in the sense of Iosifescu (1969) with transition probabilities in the form 
written below, or a W-valued simple Markov process (&,), with WC S’, r 2 1, and 
with transition law following from that of (,$,). Actually 
&=(&~-r+l,...,5n), nao. (I) 
The transition probabilities of a circuit process (&,) of order r > 1 are defined as 
Pr(Sn+l = 4+, I tn = 4,. . . , Ltl = Lrtl, cLr = L, . . . , Lr+, = i-,+l) 
= W&+, = in+, I& = L, . . . , L+, = L+J 
= EC wJc(Lr+l,. . . , 4, in+, 
‘/26 
wcJ,~(Lr+I, . . . , in), 
where i-,+, , . . . , i,, i,,+, E S, n 2 r, and 




ft;e,;iL . . , i, are consecutive points of c, 
In this paper we prove a necessary criterion for transience of circuit processes 
(&,) in terms of the growth function of the state space W. The idea of this criterion 
uses a condition of Ahlfors (1935) that has a variant expressed in the Nash-Williams 
criterion for recurrence of simple Markov chains (see Nash-Williams, 1959). 
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Specifically, the growth function r+(n), n 2 0, is defined here as the cardinal number 
of the ‘balls’ a,, in the topology of the shortest-path distance on the edges of % (see 
Section 3). Then, when (5,) is reversible, transience implies that 
02 1 
nZ, r’(n)-r+(n-lj= 
We note that if (&,) is the simple Markov chain attached to (&,) as in (1) then the 
reversibility of (&,) implies the symmetric reversibility of (5,) (see Kalpazidou, 
1990). In this case transience of (&,) implies transience of (&,) and it is generally 
expressed in terms of the weights. As we shall show in Section 4 the n-step transition 
probabilities q$,!!, of the double-state process (5,) attached to (&,) with the one-step 
transition probabilities pv,, connected by 
qij,xy = P,i,y6jx 3 i,j, 4 Y E s, 
can be estimated as follows: 
for any k, u E W c S2 where I’.“’ 7 c,,___,c,, is the n-step passage matrix through the circuits 
Cl,..., c, defined in Section 4 and C is a strictly positive constant that depends on 
the upper and lower bounds (Y and p of the weights, i.e. O< (Y G w,~ p, c E %‘. 
Therefore there exist estimates for qr,! that do not depend effectively on the weights. 
Moreover, qr,! > 0 if and only if 
c r’,.:,!..,,,,‘O. 
c I,..., (‘,, 
Then the relation of communication between two states depends on the sign of the 
passage matrix alone. The later remark suggests the interest in finding criterions for 
transience of circuit processes using qualitative entities (as the passage matrix) and 
minimum of quantitative information (as the weights). 
Applications of the above criterion to the simple random walk in the plane and 
space lead us to the already known conditions concerning their transient behaviour. 
On the other hand, in an electrical setting (see Kalpazidou, 1989a) the transience 
criterion above says that if the total thermal energy liberated in the resistive circuits 
of (e by a current flow with a source is finite then the configuration of circuits alone 
must satisfy condition (2). 
2. Passage functions 
Let S be a countable infinity of points in an Euclidean space. To make a choice let 
us assume that S c Rd, d 3 2. As in Kalpazidou (1989a) a directed circuit in S is 
any periodic function c : Z + S’, where Z denotes the integers and S’ is a finite subset 
of S. The images c(n), n E Z, of a circuit c are called points or nodes. The two 
directions of Z induce respectively a positive and a negative direction on c. Here 
the positively or negatively directed circuits are denoted by c, and c- respectively, 
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and the circuit c_ is called the reversed of c, and conversely. Note that any ~E.Z? 
associates each circuit c, with an equivalence-class 
which is again called a circuit and denoted by cl,. The period p of a circuit c+, i.e., 
the smallest positive integer p 3 1 for which c+(n+p)=c+(n), for all neZ, is a 
class-invariant common to both directions. Since direction is also a class-invariant, 
we may define the period p(c) of the class-circuits c: and CL as the period of a 
circuit belonging to one of the previous classes. 
Throughout this paper we shall consider an infinite countable class %‘+ of overlap- 
ping positively directed circuits c + with period p(c+) and with points in the set S. 
The class of the reversals is denoted by %_ = {c_ , c+ E W,}. 
Assume the following properties are satisfied. 
(c,) The class %+ is an infinite graph of bounded degree, i.e., there is some 
positive integer N,, such that any point of S is passed by at most IV, circuits. 
(c,) min,.+p(c+) = r> 1, max,.,p(c+) = R <CO. 
(c,) (r-connectedness) For every two sequences kj = (,c, (n), . . . , ,c+( n + r - 1) 
and k, = (,c+( n), . . . , ,c+( n + r - 1)) of consecutive points of two circuits J+ and ,c+ 
there is a path k,,= k,, k,, . . . , k,, = k,, m EN* = {1,2,. . .}, of r-sequences 
(k(n-r+l),...,k(n)) on some circuits (,c+ = cir ,c+, . . . , ,,,c+ =,c+ that connect k, 
with &, in the sense that k, passes through ,,+,c+ to k,,, , , n = 0, 1, . . . , m - 1. 
(c,) Each circuit c, is associated with a positive number We+ and there exist two 
strictly positive numbers (Y and /3 such that LY < w,+ < p, for all c+. 
Note that if Ce satisfies conditions (c,)-(c,) then Ce_ does as well. Consider the 
set S’ of all r-sequences k=(k(n-r+l),...,k(n)), nEZ, k(n-i)eS, i-0, 
1 * . , r - 1, where r is given by condition (c,). Introduce the functionf: S’ x S+ S’ 
b;’ the following equation written for k = (k( n - rt l), k(n - r+2), . . . , k(n-lL 
k(n)): 
f(k,i)=(k(n-rf2) ,..., k(n),i), YES. (3) 
Associate each r-sequence k = (k(n - r-t l), . . . , k(n - l), k(n)) E S’ with the 
sequence k_=(k_(n),k_(n+l),...,k_(n+r-1))ES’by 
k_(n)=k(n),k~(n+l)=k(n-l),...,k~(n+r-l)=k(n-r+l). (4) 
We now define the passage-functions J<+ and Jr_ : S’ x S’-, (0, 1) through the circuits 
of %+ and %L by 
J,,(k, u) = 
1 
1, if there exists j such that k = (c’( n - r+ l), . . . , c’(n)) 
and u =f( k, c$(n + l)), n E Z, 
0, otherwise, 
1, ifthereexistsjsuchthaty=(c’(n),...,c!(n+r-1)) 
J,_(Y, u) = and ~1 =f(y, cl( n + r)), n E Z, 
0, otherwise. 
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Also define the functions Jc+, Jcm : S’ + (0, 1) by 
J,+(k) = 
{ 




1, if there exists j such that k_ = (c’(n), c!( n + l), . . . , cl( n + r - l)), 
J,_( k_) = nEZ, 
0, otherwise. 
We say that k (k-) passes through the circuit c+ (c_) if Jc+(k) = l(J,_(k_) = 1). We 
say (k, u) ((u-, k-)) passes forward through c, (c_) if J,+(k, u) = 1 (J,._(K) k_) = 1). 
Note that if (k, u) passes forward through c+ then (u-, km) passes forward through 
c- and also, if k passes through c, then k_ passes through c_ and conversely. 
Introduce now the sets 
W,={u: u=(u(n-r+l),..., u(n)), n EZ, and Jc+(u) = 1 for some C+E %+>, 
W,={v: v=(v(n),..., u( n + r - l)), n E Z, and J,.-(v) = 1 for some c_ E K} 
and 
w= w,u w,. 
Then k E W, if and only if k_ E W,, where k- is defined as in (4). We say that k is 
a left sequence if k E W,. Consequently k- is called a right sequence if kp E W,. We 
denote the restrictions fl w,XS and fl wPXS of the function f defined in (3) by f, and 
fi respectively. If the edges (i.e. the ordered pairs of points) of the graphs %+ and 
(e- are replaced by the corresponding unordered pairs, then we obtain a class of 
unordered circuits c denoted by %?. Define the classes {I,.(. )}ccsr and { I,.( . , * )}( L (, 
ofpassagefunctions I,.(.): W+{O,l}and I((.;): Wx W+{O,l}by 
f(J,+(k)+ J,_(k)), if kE WI, 
;(J,.+(k_)+Jcm(k)), if kg W,, 
and 
i(J,.+(k, u)+J,,~(u-, kp)), if k, UE W,, 
i(Jc+(um, kp)+J,~(k, u)), if k, UE W,, 
0, otherwise. 
Definitions of I((. ) and &.(. , . ) imply that a passage through a circuit c is split into 
two passages through the corresponding ordered circuits c+ and cc. 
Note that if k E W,, i.e., k passes through a circuit c, of %+ then any subsequence 
k’ of k of length n G r passes through the same circuit c. This allows us to consider 
quantities defined by sequences of length n G r differentiating them by the superscript 
n. We first prove the following. 
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Lemma 1. We have 
6) Z,“(k) = Zr(k-), kE W, n G r, 
(ii) Z:(k,u)=Z:(u_,k~), k,uE W,nsr. 
Proof. (i) For k E W, we have 
Z,“(k_) =$Z:+(k)+J:-(k_)) = Z:(k). 
(ii) For k, u E W, we have 
Z,l(u_,k_)=~(J:+(k,u)+J:~(u~,k_))=Z:(k,u). 0 
Further we shall need the following result. 
Lemma 2. T&e passage functions ZC( ’ ) and I, (. , .) satisfy the following balance 
properties: 
(/!?,I Z,.(k) = Jw Z<(k, u) = C Z<.(u, k), 
ht w 
(PJ z,(k) = z,.(k-), 
for any CE TT and kE W. 
Proof. We apply Lemma 1 of Kalpazidou (1989a) according to which the passage 
functions J,( .), J<_( e), JC(. , .) and JC_( ., .) satisfy the following balance equations: 
J,+(k)= C J,.+(k u) = C -‘,,(u, k), 
I‘i w, UC w, 
JJkk)= 1 JCm(km,u_)= C (um,k_), 
U-F w, L,Li w, 
J,.+(k) = J,.m~(k-). 
Then for kc W, we get 
C Z,(k, u,=; 1 (J,+(k, u)+Jc_(um, k_))=t(J,.+(k)+J,.~(k~))= Z,(k). 
UC w Ui w, 
Repeating the same reasonings for k E W,. for the sum CL, I,.(u, k) we obtain (p,). 
Then noting that (PJ follows from Lemma l(i) the proof is complete. q 
Associate now strictly positive numbers w,+, w, and w,, called weights, with each 
. . 
ctrcutt c,, c- and c respectively, and assume the following consistency conditions 
are satisfied: 
WC+ = WC: ) iElz, WCC = w, I, iEZ, w,. = WC+ = WC-. 
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Let us introduce the following weight functions: 
w(k)= 1 w,.l,.(k), kE W, 
CC Y 
w,(k, u) = C w,.+-C+(k, u), k, u E w,, 
C+C’/,, 
w(k,u)= C w,l,(k,u), k,uc W. 
CC % 
(5) 
Then by the very definition of the functions IC(. ) and I,.(. , . ) and from Lemma 2 
it follows. 
Proposition 3. The weight functions satisfy the following properties: 
(9 
w(k)= 1 
t(w,(k) + w,(kp)), ifk E w,, 
$(w,(k_)+w,(k)), ij-kg W,, 
w(kY u)= 1 
;(w,(k, u)+ w,(u-, k-)), ifk, up w,, 
4(w,(u_, k_)+w,(k, u)), ifk, UE W,. 
(ii) Thepair (w( .), w( ., .)) satisjies the balanceproperties (PI) and (p2) appearing 
in Lemma 2. 0 
3. The growth function 
We begin this section recalling a few concepts introduced Kalpazidou (1989a) 
that be basically used in further considerations. Thus first recall that a circuit 
in W, is y Wj, where is a of W, such 
that for each t E Z there exists i = i(t) E S for which y( t + 1) =f,(r( t), i). Analogously 
a in W, is S : Z + W:, where W: is a finite subset of 
W, such that for each t E Z there exists i = i(t) E S for which 8(t + =f,(S( t), 
The y(t)=(c+(t-rfl),..., t l), t Z, an 
morphism = between class all circuits E (i.e. 
circuits different between endpoints) the of 
circuits in (i.e. circuits with points y( t l), . . . , y( t +p( y) - 1) 
different from one another, where p(y) denotes the period of y). Analogously, there 
is an isomorphism CC- = 6 and as is shown in Kalpazidou (1989a) the period is 
an invariant of r and r_. 
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Denote by (e: and %‘?!Z the classes of all elementary circuits in W, and in W, 
respectively. Then we may analogously define the passage functions J;(. ), J;(. , . ), 
_I;-( .) and J;-(. , . ), where yP = r-c_, by the relations 
-q-(k-) = A’ ifJ -1 -(k-)=1, 
7 oth;r-ise 2 
_q(k, u) 1 1, if J, l,(k, u)= 1, = 
0, otherwise, 
J;m( u_, k_) = 
1, if JTIIY(u_, k_) = 1, 
0, otherwise, 
for any k, u E W,. 
Then according to condition (c,) any two points k, u E W, (k-, u_ E W,) are 
connected by a finite path of linked arcs in W, ( W,) and therefore we may define 
a non-Euclidean ‘distance’ d, (d,) in W, ( W,) by 
d,( k, u) ( dr( z._, k_)) = the length of the shortest path in W, ( W,) that 
connects k with u according to condition (c3). 
Let us now fix an arbitrary point 0 in W, that will play the role of the origin. 
Then we may define the ‘sphere’ of radius m, m = 0, 1,2,. . . , about the origin by 
S, = S(0, m) = {u E W, : d,(O, u) = m}, 
which comprises all r-sequences of W, that are exactly m arcs from the origin. To 
give a rigorous description of the ‘spheres’ above we have to introduce the functions 
u~‘):SrxS’+Sr, t=0,1,2 ,..., defined by 
if t=O, 
u,(u:“(k, i(“), i,,,), if t> 1, 
where i(‘) = (i ,,..., ~,)ES’. Then 
Sk={UE w~u=u’“‘(o I. I , icn)), i’“’ = (i, , . . . , i,) E S”, 
Jt,,,( uim)(O, Cm)), ~~~~‘~(0, icm+“)), ym e %Y$, 
Jqci(O, u/(0, i,)) = 1, for some yO, -ym E %?T 
andall i’“‘=(i ,,.. i ) m=l,..., n-l, and k=minn}. -3 m , 
We can similarly describe the ‘spheres’ S,, m = 0, 1,2,. . . , in W, defined as 
S, = S(O_, m) = (0 E W, : d,(O_ , u) = m}, 
where O- is the point associated with 0~. W, by (2). In this manner the disjoint sets 
Sk and S,, k=O, 1,2,. , . , realize partitions of the sets W, and W, respectively. 
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We now the ‘balls’ = W, and ai = W, with radius n, n = 0, 1,2,. . _ , 
about the origins 0 and O_ respectively by 
ff, = ij S?l, 
In=0 
ff,=mc<,Sni. 
Define the growth functions T+(n) and r-(n) of the sets W, and W, respectively by 
r+(o) = r-(0_) = 1, 
T’(n)(T-(n))=Ti(n)(&(n))=card ~,,(a,). 
Note that the growth functions depend upon the choice of the origin. 
4. Symmetrically reversible Markov chains 
Consider the set W = W, u W,. Then as in Kalpazidou (1989b) there exists a 
W-valued Markov chain (&,) on a suitable probability space (0, X, P) with transition 
law defined as 
$(L+,=&=k) 
if I, (k, u) = 1 for some c E %, 
otherwise, 
I w,(k, u)+ w,(u-, k-) . w,(k) + w,(k-) ’ rf J,+(k, u)= 1 for some C+E %+, 
= w,(u_, k_)+ w,(k, u) 
w(k-I+ w,(k) ’ 
if J,_( k, u) = 1 for some c- E %- , 
0, otherwise. (6) 
In Kalpazidou (1989b) we have defined reversibility for multiple chains. According 
to this definition the chain (&,) introduced by relation (6) is called a symmetric 
reversible chain if and only if there exists a collection {pk}kcW of strictly positive 
numbers such that 
Pl4k.u = pu_qu-,h_, k u E W 
where qh+ =P’(&‘l=~l&,=k). 
The collection { pk}kr w above is not in general a stationary 
Proposition 4. (i) The chain (&,) is symmetrically reversible. 
(ii) The collection pk = w(k), kE W, is a stationary measure. 
Proof. For 
(7) 
measure. We have: 
pI, = w(k) = 
$(w,(k)+w,(k_)), if ke W,, 
i(w,(k_)+w,-(k)), if ke W,, 
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we have 
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Pk9k.u = w(k, u), k, UE W, Pu_%_,k_ = w(u- > k-1, k, u E w. 
Then Lemma l(ii) implies that the last two quantities above are equal. 
(ii) By applying Lemma 2(i) we have 
; qk,uPk =; w(k, U) = “‘(U) = Pu, 
and the proof is complete. 0 
Define now a Markov chain (&) of order r by the relations 
=P’(c$=kl&,=i,,&=i ,,..., &,=ir-,) 
1 
w((i0, i,, . . . , ir-I), (i, > . . . , L,, k)) if I,.((&, i ,,.. ., jr_,), (i,,. . . , ir-,, k)) 
3 zz w(icj, h, . . . , Cl) =l forsome cE(e, 
0, otherwise. 
Then (&,) has the r-dimensional stationary measure {w’(i,), w2(i,, iJ, . . . , 
w’(i,, i,, . . . , iT)}il.,.,,i,ES (see Kalpazidou, 1989a, Proposition 10) with respect to 
which it is reversible (see Kalpazidou, 1990). Then the entropy production P (see 
Qian Minping, Qian Min and Qian Cheng, 1982) of the chain (&,) defined below 
vanishes. Specifically we have 
C (pi,iz . . . . r_,,i,.wkp’(i 1, l2,. . , ik-l) 
k=2 i,,...,ih 
. a, lkbl 1 
P#,!,_,...iz,,, ’ Wkm’(GmIT ik-2, . . . , 6) 
=fj,. z, ( Wkpi((ily j2?. . . , ik&l)p ti2, i3T.. . , jk)) 
‘1, 9 A 
-w”-‘((ik, ik_,,. . . , i2), (i&l, ikm2,.. ., i2, i,)) 
wkm’((i,, i2,. . . , ik__l), (i2, ix,. . . , ik)) 
‘log wkp’((ik, ik_, , . . . , i2), (ikml, i&2,. . . , is, i,)) 
= 0. 
Conversely, if P = 0 then the process (&,) is reversible (see Kalpazidou, 1990; Qian 
Minping, Qian Min and Qian Cheng, 1982). 
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Let us now assume without any loss of generality that r = 2 and that &’ is irreducible 
on W,. Let n, G IV,, be the maximal number of edges connecting the points (i,j) and 
(j, k), where (i,j), (j, k) E W,. Denote 
ZI,:‘((i,j), (j, k)) = Z,.,((i,j), (j, k)), CI E g. 
Consider the matrix Zt.f:<, = It.:’ x Ii.:’ with entries 
ZliJ(i,j), (k u)) = ZL.:‘((i,j)(j, k))Zi.:‘((j, k), (k u)). 
We may interpret Zi.Tirz as the passage function through c, and c2 in two steps. 
Similarly Zt;‘,)_, denotes It.:’ x Zi.:’ x It.:’ and therefore 
Z’,;f,‘,z,,.,((i,j), (k u)) 
= C ZI.l’((i, j), (j, k,))Z!.:‘((j, k,), (k,, k))ZL.:‘((k,, k), (k ~1). 
!-I 
In general, put 
Zk:‘,!..,~,,((i,j), (k u)) 
= C Z’,.:‘((i, j), (j, k,))Zj.:‘((j, k,), (k, k2)) . . * Zi.l’((k,, k), (k n)). 
k,, __,k,,_z 
We now prove the following result. 




C Z’,.:,!..,,.,,((i,jL (k u)), 
. . T+(m + n) c ,...., CT, 
where q$!,, denotes the n-step transitionprobabilityfrom (i, j) to (k, u) in the chain (5,). 
Proof. According to Chapman-Kolmogorov equations we have 
= c Cc,w,.,z,.,((i,j), (j, k,)) 
I, I,..., k,,_z C,, wc,z,.,(i,j) 
xL2 wJJ(j, k,), (k,, kJ) 
” . ” 
Cc,, w,,,&,,((L, k), (k ~1) 
Cc2 wJ,,(j, k,) C,,, wc,,h,,(k-2, k) 
1 
3 
x c C L,((i,j), (j, W)&2((j, k), (k,, kJ) 
I, ,,..., A,,-> c I,.... cp, 
. . . L,r((k,-,, k), (k ~1) 
Ly ” 1 
= 
Pno T+(m+l)T+(m+2)...T+(m+n) 
x z~.:,!..,c,, ((iA (k ~1). 
(‘l,....L’,t 
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5. Forward and backward passages 
Circuit processes defined by forward and backward passages on the directed circuits 
are introduced in Kalpazidou (1989b). Specifically, for each direction a process 
is associated for which the passages hold as following. The passage function 
J<+ : S’ x S’+ (0, f}, c, E %?+, is defined as 
I 2, if there exists j such that k = (c:(n --r+ l), . . , c:(n)) 
J,,(k u) = and(i) u=f(k,c:(n+l)) or (ii) u=h(c:(n-r), k), 
0, otherwise, 
where 
hdj, k) = W, (k(n --r+ I), . . . , k(n - I), k(n))) 
= (j, k(n -r+ l), . . , k(n - 1)) 
for any i E S, kc W,. The definition of the passage function Jr_ along the circuits 
C_E %_ is similar. Then we say k passes forward or backward through c+ to u 
according to whether (i) or (ii) holds. 
Let us now replace condition (c?) by (c;) below. 
(c;) For every two r-sequences ki = (,c+(n), . . . , ,c+(n -I+ 1)) and k, = 
(,c+(n), . . . , ,c+( n + r - 1)) of consecutive points of two circuits ic+ and ;c+ there is 
a path k,, = k,, k, , . . , k, = k,, m E N, of r-sequences on some circuits ,c+ = ci, 
1c+,.. . , ,c+ =ic+ that connect kj with I$ in the sense that k,, passes forward or 
backward through ,,+,c+ to k,,+,,n=O,l,..., m-l. 
Associate each passage function J,.+(k, u) (J,._(k, u)) with the corresponding 
passage matrix JG(k, u) (J;m(k, u)) for the circuits in W, ( W,) defined as 
J;(k, u) = t 




If d,(k, u) (d,(k_, u-)) denotes the length of the shortest path in W, ( W,) that 
connects k with u according to condition (c;) then the spheres S, = S(0, m) (S,, = 
S(O_, m)) of radius m = 0, 1,2, . . . , about the point 0 (O_) are defined correspond- 
ingly. To describe the elements of S, define the functions II!“: S’ x S’+ S’, t = 0, 
1,2,..., by 
h )‘+l)(i(‘+‘), k) = 
hdi, k), if t = 0, 
h,( i,+, , h)“( i(‘), k)), if t 2 1, 
where i(‘) = (i,, . . . , i,). Then the spheres S, comprise r-sequences u E W, of the 
following forms: 
(i) u = uj”‘(0, i’“‘) such that J:,,,(uj”‘(O, ifm’), u)*+‘)(O, if”‘+‘))) =$, J$(O, u/(0, 
i,)) = 4, for some yO, -ym E %T and for all icm), m = 1, . . . , n - 1, and k = min n. 
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(ii) u = hj”)(i(“), 0) such that J;,,,(hj”‘+“( i(*+‘), 0), hjm’( i(“‘), 0)) = i, J;“(h,( i, , 0), 
O)=i,forsomey,, y,~%~andforalli’“‘,m=1,...,n-l,andk=minn. 
(iii) u is written by combining the functions hj” and uj’), t = 0, 1, . . . . 
Then W, ( W,) is partitioned by the S, (S;), k = 0, 1,2. . . . The growth functions 
T+(n) and T-(n) of the sets W, and W, are defined by taking into account the 
above structure of the spheres S, and S,, respectively. Also, the weight functions 
~1(.),~1(.;),w,(.)andw,(.;)th t a correspond to the forward-backward passages 
are defined as in (5). Then w,( k, u)/ w,( k) with J,+( k, u) = $ for some c+ E %+ , where 
k, UE W,, and w,(u,y)/w,.(v) with J,_(o,y)=$ for some C-E K, where u,y~ W,, 
define the transition laws of WI-valued and W,-valued reversible Markov processes 
(5,) and (q,,), respectively. We have: 
Theorem 6. If the process (&,) is transient then 
j, T+(n)-L+(n-l)<m 
Proof. First we note that if u E S,, n = 0, 1, . . . , and w,(u, k) > 0 then there exists a 
circuit c+E%+ such that u=(c+(m-r+l),..., c+(m)) and k = u,(u, c+(m+ 1)) or 
k = h,(c+(m - r), u). Then kE S,_, u S, u S,,, . Also for each n we have 
C w,(u, k) <cc. 
UC% 
ke W, 
Let us consider 
a,= c C w,(u,k), n=0,1,2 ,.... 
ut.5, kF.%+, 
Then (Y,G pNO and for n 2 1 we have 
a,~@ C C C.&+(u,k)<P C CJ,(u)~PN,(T+(n)-T+(n-l)). 
UGS,, kc&+, c+ 
Then the convergence of the series (8) 
c, a,’ according to the Nash-Williams 
6. Examples 
uss,, c+ 
results from the convergence of the series 
theorem (see Nash-Williams, 1959). 0 
Example 1. (i) Let us consider the simple random walk on the two-dimensional 
lattice Z2. Consider directed circuits through each point of Z2 lying in the first 
quadrant with the weights equal to unity as illustrated in Fig. 1. Then w(i,j) = 1, if 
i and j are nearest neighbours, and =O, otherwise. Since card S, = n + 1, n 2 0, we 
have 
Hence according to Theorem 6 the random walk is recurrent. 
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Fig. 1. 
(ii) Extending the above class to the positive orthant of iZ3 where the simple 
random walk is transient we expect that the sum (8) is finite. Specifically, since 
cardS,,=f(n+l)(n+2), we have 
a^ 1 
nG, r’(n)-r+(n-1) =n:, (n+l;n+2)~2,,&<~. 
Notice that both Z!* and Z’ are finitely generated groups. Then according to 
Varopoulos (1983) there exists respectively a recurrence and transience criterion in 
term of the group growth function r(n) alone. Specifically, if G is a general group 
generated by a finite set {g, , . . . , gr} then the group growth function y(n) is defined 
by 
y(n)=card{gEG:(glsn}, n=l,2 ,..., 
where 1. I: G+N is the word length function 
lgl=rnin{n:g=g~,l...gl~,l~in~S,&~=*l,k=l ,..., n}, 
with g-’ symbolizing the symmetric element of g with respect to the group operation. 
Let p be a probability distribution on G that is symmetric, i.e. p({g}) = p({g-I}), 
g E G, and P, be the random walk P,(g, h) = p({g-‘h}), g, h E G. The transience of 
P, implies 
for any symmetric distribution /1 on G verifying p({g})s C exp(-c)g12), gE G, 
where c and C are positive constants. 
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Example 2. As mentioned in Kalpazidou (1989a), Varopoulos has given a counter- 
example which shows that there is no necessary and sufficient criterion in term of 
the growth function alone (see also Varopoulos, 1984). Specifically, Varopoulos’s 
counterexample consists of the Brownian motion on the Riemannian manifold R2 
with the Riemannian metric da defined as follows. Let cp(x, y) = l/y’, if (x, y) E D = 
{(x, y) E [w2: IyI 2 l} and &I,~ =f(y) =f(-y) E C”, with f> 0. Then the du is the 
conformal transformation by cp of the Euclidean metric ds. 
Define the volume growth VP(r), PE R2, to be the volume of the ball about P 
with radius r generated by the Riemannian metric du. Then for a great radius, any 
ball contains another one in the hyperbolic plan such that the volume growth is 
exponential, i.e. V,,(r) = c exp(ar), where (Y and c are positive constants. 
Consider now the Laplace-Beltrami operators A and A, corresponding to ds and 
da and the associated processes generated by them. According to the well-known 
Beurling criterion, recurrence (transience) is invariant with respect to conformal 
transformations. Then recurrence of the standard Brownian motion in the plane 
with the standard Riemannian structure implies recurrence of the process above. 
A discretisation of the previous counterexample is the following. Let r = 
{y,,, n EN} be a subset of [w2 such that d(y,,, y,,,)> r-l, n # m, and d(y, r) < r, with 
y E [w2, for some r > 0. We can construct r by looking for a discrete subset of OX’ 
that is maximal under the condition d( yn, ym) a r > 0. Then there exists a partition 
M,, n > 1, of [w2 into Bore1 subsets such that for some LY > 0 we have a-‘d( m, m’) G 
d(mi,mj)~~(d(m,m’)+l),foranym,~Mi,i=1,2 ,..., andanymEM,,m’EM,. 
Also we have B,,( mi) c Mi c B,( m,), i = 1,2, . . . , for r, < r2. Then according to 
Varopoulos (1984) all random walks (JI,~) on r with respect to the induced metric 
that are reversible with respect to Vol(M,), j = 1,2, . . . , and that satisfy properties 
below are recurrent. Namely, (pii) should satisfy pii s const. d(i, j) - ad (i, j), i #j, 
and inf{p,j : d (i,j) c No, i # j} > 0, where No > 0 is the boundness rank of the corre- 
sponding graph and (Y > No. 
Example 3. Consider the class of circuits { cO, c, , c2, . . .} as illustrated in Fig. 1 of 
Kalpazidou (1989a) with w,, = l/2”, n = 0, 1,2,. . . . Then for r = 2 we have the 
following spheres: 
S” = I(&?, a,)}, S, = {(a,, b,), (a,, a,), (b,, &)I, 
S2 = {(a, > bd, (b2, h)), Sx = I(b2, bJ, (~2, a,), (b,, b2)1, 
S, = I(& > a,)}, S,={(a*, 4, (ht, Ml, .%={(a,,b,)l,.... 
Hence card S, = 1, card S, = 3, card S2 = 2, card S3 = 3, card S4 = 1, card S5 = 2, 
card S, = 1, card S, = 3, card S, = 2, card S, = 3, . . . . Then on account of Theorem 
6 above, the corresponding process (6,) is recurrent since 
cc 1 
n;, r+(n)-T+(n-l) 
=l+++;+f+l+++l+$+;+. . *=+co. 
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On the other hand, a direct verification of the Nash-Williams criterion (see 
Kalpazidou, 1989a, p. 62) implies that 
QO= w,((b,, a,), (a,,, M)+ w((b,, 4, (a,, al))+ w((b,, 4, (b, 2 h)) 
= $( w,,,+ w,, + WCl) = 1, 
aI = w((a,, a,), (a,, b*))+ w((b, 3 &A (62, 6,)) 
=gw,,+w,.,)=;, 
az= ~((a,, Wr (61, W)+ ~((a,, b,), (a,, a,))+ w((b,, h), (h, b)) 
= $( WC3 + WC3 + w,,) = l/22, 
L~J = w((b,, b)r (b, b))+ ~,((a,, a,), (b, ~2)) 
=$(wcl+ w,,) = 1/2I,. . . . 
Therefore C, a:’ = +m. 
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